Since 1946, with the Museum of Modern Art's release of Art of the South Seas (Linton and Wingert 1946) , the exhibition catalog that accompanied the first major exhibition of Oceanic art in the United States at the Museum, every decade or two has seen a new catalog or richly illustrated book on Pacific art that stands as a statement and perhaps a weighty outline of where the study of Oceanic art currently is and the current questions anthropologists, archaeologists, and art historians are asking. Melanesia: Art and Encounter, edited by Lissant Bolton, Nicholas Thomas, Elizabeth Bonshek, Julie Adams, and Ben Burt is one of those books.
In thumbing through Melanesia: Art and Encounter, as one does with a heavy and beautifully illustrated book like this one, I noticed a profusion of rather short chapters by most of the names I have come to associate with active research on Melanesian art. These 52 scholars (by my count) include a few names we would expect to see in any serious collected work on Melanesian art, including archaeologists Pamela Swadling and Matthew Spriggs; curators (or directors) of the three great museum collections in the UK, Lissant Bolton (British Museum), Michael O'Hanlon (formerly of the British Museum but now with the Pitt Rivers Museum), and Nicholas Thomas (Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology); and senior scholars like David Aiken, Harry Beran, Eric Hirsch, Kirk Hoffman, Karen Jacobs, James Leach, Diane Losche, Nicholas Stanley, and Deborah Waite, each of whom is associated with the art of a particular region within Melanesia. But while it is delightful to see each of these senior scholars still at work, presenting newer projects and ideas they have been working on over the last decade, the real excitement for me was seeing the writings of Melanesian scholars and younger scholars, some of whom I know well but most of whom I was introduced to in this volume.
One complacently pages through this book moving from region to region within Melanesia from one group of regional essays to another, much as one could find in almost any Melanesian catalog. But let me assure you, this is not your grandfather's Melanesian art catalog. The beautiful images centerpiece objects in the British Museum's collections, but the point is never to view art and material culture as objects detached from their history, their original context, and the social life they have passed through getting into the storerooms in London. Thomas's excellent introduction to the volume lays out the goal that Bolton and her core colleagues have been working on for some years now trying to breathe life and humanity back into the British Museum's collections, largely unseen for two decades since the reorganization that moved the material to their current site. Each of these essays hint at where studies of Melanesian art is going in the future because each was asked to work up something more substantive than what was already known about a set of objects at the British Museum. While several of these essays by younger scholars, as well as some work by the senior scholars, touch on what each has done for graduate theses or other early research, what they all share is the challenge of confronting real objects with particular but largely unexamined histories. This clash between the known and the little known is what makes this volume a treat for anyone who has been studying Melanesia or its arts for any time at all. I have never seen a collection that works so effectively at pushing the envelope in so many different directions. I attribute this success and its rendering of where we are in the second decade of the 21st century to Bolton herself, whose strong and wise hand seems to have guided senior and junior scholars alike throughout. Bolton and her colleagues have laid down a challenge for the rest of us and it is up to all of us interested in Pacific art to keep up with the methodological and intellectual innovations they have set before us in this wonderful work that has moved the goal posts far down the field.
